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FOR DAMAGE IN CONNECTION WITH THE CARRIAGE OF HAZARDOUS

AND NOXIOUS SUBSTANCES BY SEA

Note by the Director

1 Pursuant to a decision by the Council of the International Maritime Organization (IMO), th e
Secretary-General of IMO has convened an International Conference on Hazardous and Noxiou s
Substances and Limitation of Liability to be held from 15 April to 3 May 1996, for the purpose o f
considering the adoption of an international convention on liability and compensation for damage in
connection with the carriage of hazardous and noxious substances by sea (the so-called "HNS O
Convention) . In addition, the Conference will consider the adoption of a protocol to amend the
Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976 .

2 The draft HNS Convention, as elaborated by the Legal Committee of IMO, is contained i n
document LEGICONF.1016(a) . Under the draft Convention, there would be established a system of
compensation similar to that created by the Civil Liability Convention and the Fund Convention . The
financial burden would thus be shared between the shipping industry and the cargo interests . The
primary liability would rest on the shipowner, whereas there would be additional compensation from a n
"International Hazardous and Noxious Substances Fund" financed by cargo interests . The functionin g
of this Fund would follow very closely the provisions in the Fund Convention on the operation of the IOP C
Fund .

3 As the Assembly was informed at its 15th, 16th and 17th sessions, the Director has participate d
in the sessions of the Legal Committee at which there have been discussions on the draft HN S
Convention and has made interventions on points relating to the IOPC Fund and its activities . The
Director has also contributed to the further examination of the draft HNS Convention within the Lega l
Committee by providing information on the practical, administrative and financial aspects of administerin g
the international regime of compensation for pollution damage established by the Fund Convention . At
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its 15th session, the Assembly expressed the opinion that the IOPC Fund should continue to participat e
in the on-going work of preparing the HNS Convention, so that the experience gained by the Fund i n
operating the system of liability and compensation for oil pollution damage would be brought to th e
attention of the Legal Committee (document FUNDIA .15/28, paragraph 27 .2) .

4 The draft Protocol to amend the 1976 Convention, as elaborated by the Legal Committee, i s
contained in document LEG/CONF . 1 0/6(b) . The purpose of the draft Protocol is to provide for enhance d
compensation and to establish a simplified procedure for updating the limitation amounts . The draft
Protocol to the 1976 Convention is not of relevance for the purposes of the Fund Convention and th e
activities of the IOPC Fund .

5 In view of the fact that the regime of compensation which would be created under the proposed
HNS Convention is very similar to that set up under the Fund Convention, the Director considers that i t
is in the interest of the IOPC Fund to participate as an observer at the Conference . Subject to an y
instructions which the Assembly may wish to give him, the Director's intention is to represent the IOP C
Fund at the International Conference and to make such interventions as may be appropriate in respec t
of issues where the IOPC Fund's experience in operating the system of liability and compensation for oi l
pollution damage could be of benefit to the Conference .

Action to be taken b the Assembly
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The Assembly is invited to :

(a) take note of the information contained in this document ; and

(b) give the Director such instructions in respect of the IOPC Fund's participation in the 199 6
International Conference as it deems appropriate .


